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HERTZ: KEY METRICS TOTAL TRANSACTION DAYS (THOUSANDS)TOTAL REVENUES ($ MILLIONS)

PRE-PANDEMIC

SHUT DOWN VACCINE POST-
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No one could have predicted the last three years. The world has not only endured a global pandemic, but also 
seen record stimulus and an extraordinary shift in employee expectations, coupled with the highest inflation 
in decades and continuing global supply chain uncertainties.

The financial news is full of examples of companies—like Peloton charted below—that experienced a wave of 
demand during the pandemic only to realize that months, if not years, of demand have been pulled forward, 
and the receding tide left little in terms of predictable consumer demand.
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Planning for Continued Uncertainty in 2023
BRG experts share the approach they are using to help clients best prepare for 
2023 and its inevitable volatilities

CORPORATE FINANCE - STRATEGIC PERFORMANCE SOLUTIONS

Four Questions That Matter

Quarters based on calendar year rather than Peloton’s fiscal year

SUBSCRIPTIONSCONNECTED FITNESS PRODUCTS
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PELOTON: REVENUES

PRE-PANDEMIC SHUT DOWN VACCINE POST-
PANDEMIC
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Customer/consumer 
demand: How well do 
you really understand 
2023 core demand?

Segments, channels, 
customers, products, 
brands: Do you know 
where you make money?

Rightsizing resources: 
Are you aligning company 
resources appropriately  
in 2023?

 Balance sheet and cash flow:   
Given cash is king, do you have a  
full understanding based on 
answers to the first three questions?

1 2 3 4

As a result, in 2023, companies will find it difficult to forge effective plans while navigating the ambiguity 
around customer and consumer demand, reliability of the supply chain, and increasing cost of capital. But 
BRG’s corporate finance experts believe that there is a way forward.

In contrast, companies like Hertz, which saw demand disappear during COVID then return post-COVID, are 
trying to gauge the new floor and ceiling of their business—particularly if that demand has returned in a very 
different way (e.g., revenues driven by lower unit sales at higher prices, digital versus direct sales).    



Whether your industry thrived during the pandemic but struggled to hit budgets in 2022 or struggled 
during the pandemic and bounced back in 2022, BRG believes that most businesses and management 
teams reacted and executed for survival.

Moving forward, however, it is critical that management takes a thoughtful, driver-based approach to 
projecting its expected demand in 2023 and beyond. 

Here are some important considerations:

HOW BRG CAN HELP
BRG has supported numerous companies over the past decade. Our approach 
involves building practical, driver-based financial models and pressure 
testing business plans/budgets. This blend is giving our current clients 
confidence in their 2023 budgets.

How well do you understand your 
2023 demand?
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CUSTOMER/CONSUMER DEMAND

 - 2020 and 2021 are difficult years from which to gauge trends.

 - Level-setting against 2019 can be helpful as management teams 
think about core market demand, but also can be misleading if 
underlying demand has fundamentally changed.

Is 2019 a good base  
year to use? 

What are key demand 
drivers for 2023?

What are the biggest 
risks to the topline 
plan?

What has happened to 
unit demand and sales?

 - A lot has changed in the last three years. Understanding the 
differentiated growth (and key drivers) of customers, products, 
and brands compared to 2019 is critical.

 - It is important to sanity-check your demand driver assumptions 
for 2023 and beyond to guard against hopefulness.

 - Every plan has risk—where is the risk in your plan?

 - Scenario planning and sensitivity testing are foundations of a  
better 2023 plan.

 - For planning, dollar growth and volume growth are not  
the same.

 - Analyze both dollar and unit sales differences from pre- and 
post-COVID to isolate the role of price and volume.



HOW BRG CAN HELP
BRG brings a clear and robust point of view together with differentiated 
tools to make profit-pool analysis simple and actionable. We don’t 
overanalyze; we get deep enough to ensure management has the data they 
need to make informed decisions and take action.

Do you know where you make money? 
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SEGMENTS, CHANNELS, CUSTOMERS, PRODUCTS, BRANDS

This question is more important now than ever. Not all revenue dollars are created equal when 
measured by profit contribution. Therefore, having a fact-based view of profitability by “business 
segment” is paramount. We always ask our clients: “Where would you like your next dollar of revenue 
to come from?” 

Here are some things to consider as you plan for 2023:

Which segments are the 
most profitable?

Are costs allocated 
appropriately?

What is the right  
level of profitability  
to measure?

Is there meaningful 
and timely visibility 
on the right level of 
profitability?

 - All businesses should be divided into their most meaningful 
segments and profit pools (e.g., channels, customers, products). 

 - Management must understand the underlying drivers of 
profitability and align on robust plans to defend and grow the 
most profitable segments—and right-size activities in less-
profitable areas.

 - For most companies, cost reduction will be a key initiative  
in 2023.  

 - Profit analysis and planning must be based on a brutally clear 
understanding of cost: sunk, fixed, and variable.

 - Carefully consider the right target for profitability.

 - Although allocating all fixed costs may seem to be a fruitless 
academic exercise, it is still important to have a view on 
contribution hurdle rates to gauge relative profitability  
between businesses.

 - Reporting must do more than describe results; it should focus 
on where money is being made.

 - Transparency in monthly reporting ensures management is 
focused on areas of growth AND outsized profitability.



HOW BRG CAN HELP
No matter what the revenue and profit trajectory, a view on where to spend 
time, resources, and capital is critical. At BRG, we have helped management 
teams over the last three challenging years make informed and fact-based 
decisions on where and how to invest. Further, BRG supported them with 
tools and processes to ensure results or pivot as necessary.

Are you aligning company resources 
appropriately in 2023?
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RIGHTSIZING RESOURCES

Uncertainty around the topline leads to indecision around costs. An unrealistic revenue projection can 
lead to overinvestment in resources and bloated costs. The current economic environment provides 
an opportunity to reset the company’s cost base to ensure investment in areas that maximize value.

Here are some things to consider as you plan for 2023:

Is the organization 
aligned to the areas  
of highest growth  
and profitability?

Are you investing 
discretionary 
operating expenses 
appropriately to drive 
the right outcomes?

What resources are 
needed—and are they 
in the right places?

Do you have the 
appropriate contract 
terms (e.g., payments, 
levels of service) with 
your key vendors  
and customers?  

 - Don’t spread general and administrative (G&A) dollars like 
peanut butter. Match organization structure to profit and growth 
areas within the organization. 

 - Ensure management structure, leadership and staffing levels 
support this view on profit and growth.

 - Ensure your sales, marketing, and product development spend 
is aligned to where you expect to achieve growth. Then make 
the hard and necessary choices and tradeoffs (e.g., across 
channels, products, and customers).

 - Reset and optimize your spend mix, as the pre-COVID formula 
may not achieve the same results post-COVID.

 - Many customer contracts were entered into during the long 
period of low inflation. Likewise, many vendors may have 
pushed through price increases in the last year that may 
not reflect the realities of 2023. Both customer and vendor 
contracts require review!

 - Treat your top customers and vendors appropriately, as they are 
dealing with similar levels of uncertainty.

 - Ensure appropriate and useful tools are in place to track costs 
and drive profitable growth.

 - Proactively identify areas of spending that are less critical, then 
actively measure and eliminate.



HOW BRG CAN HELP
Given the environment, BRG is seeing more companies that need support 
not only on cash-flow and liquidity forecasting but more importantly on 
how to rationalize investments and optimize their capital structure. We 
leverage our corporate finance expertise to help clients no matter their 
level of liquidity.

Do your balance sheet and cash 
flows support your business plan?
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 BALANCE SHEET AND CASH FLOW

Given the rising cost of capital, it is essential to ensure the appropriate balance sheet to support 
growth while maximizing stakeholder value. As a result, balancing positive cash flow against growth 
investment is critical. Having an informed view on the cost of that incremental dollar—spent or not 
spent—is central to 2023 planning. 

Here are some important considerations:

Does the company 
have a robust 13-week 
cash-flow model to 
allow visibility on 
liquidity and working 
capital? 

Where do you need 
to invest capital  
to grow?

Do you have a view  
on cash needs 
beyond the 
current year? 

Does your mix of 
debt make sense 
given current 
interest rates? 

 - Creating unexpected cash can provide significant flexibility.

 - Clear views on cash flows provide early warnings of 
liquidity issues and allow the critical time to address.

 - Rigorous cash-flow governance drives cash and working 
capital discipline and better decision-making.

 - Debt costs, underlying covenants, debt maturities, and 
refinancings are likely to prove more challenging in the 
current economic environment.

 - Review your current capital structure and be proactive with 
your financing source.

 - Thorough, detailed returns scenario analysis beats static pro 
forma ROI calculations. 

 - Elevate investment spending to highest level of management 
discussion to ensure investing in high return areas.

 - Support these investments with the necessary infrastructure, 
tools, and processes to ensure growth and acceptable returns.

 - Near-term liquidity is king! But given the volatility of the 
capital markets, it pays to have a strong view of future 
capital needs.

 - A long-term cash forecast must be grounded in fact-
based, credible views on demand, profit pools, costs, and 
investment requirements.



In a world of ongoing unpredictability and volatility, the best 
advisors are partners that ask the best questions.  
BRG’s Strategic Performance Solutions (SPS) team helps companies identify and align on practical 
strategic priorities and improvement initiatives, drive measurable results, and create meaningful 
organizational change using a data-driven and expert-led approach.

Our professionals are experienced operators and advisors who partner directly with management 
teams and investors. We support building core capabilities including value-creation planning, 
aligning stakeholders on strategic priorities, strengthening finance and IT functions, and supporting 
transformational transactions. We work across industries, offering clients holistic dynamic solutions 
to deliver efficient, effective, and sustainable results with speed and transparency.

BRG SPS clients are private and public companies in a variety of industries that have engaged BRG to 
identify value levers, build scalable organizations, and optimize core business operations. The team 
is led by former private equity operating partners and former industry executives who have direct 
hands-on experience with companies throughout the business life cycle. 

To find out more about how BRG can help you move toward the right answers, or for an informal 
conversation about your challenges and our insights, contact:

BRIAN MURPHY 
Managing Director
bmurphy@thinkbrg.com
857.275.8818

REBECCA FEYGENSON 
Director
rfeygenson@thinkbrg.com
646.490.2002

SETH EISENSTEIN 
Managing Director
seisenstein@thinkbrg.com
917.968.3717

RAJEEV UNNIKRISHNAN 
Director
runnikrishnan@thinkbrg.com
617.922.5815 

DARREN MORRISON 
Managing Director
dmorrison@thinkbrg.com
312.342.3616

About BRG
Berkeley Research Group (BRG) is a global consulting firm that helps leading organizations 
advance in three key areas: disputes and investigations, corporate finance, and performance 
improvement and advisory. Headquartered in California with offices around the world, we are 
an integrated group of experts, industry leaders, academics, data scientists, and professionals 
working across borders and disciplines. We harness our collective expertise to deliver the 
inspired insights and practical strategies our clients need to stay ahead of what’s next. 
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